December 8, 1983

Disposition of Stockpiled Soil
Bing-106-83

Mr. F. E. Hicks
Morrison-Knudsen Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 1745
Idaho Falls, ID 83401

Reference: F. E. Hicks, Letter MK-83-E-1792, to G. E. Bingham,
"Disposition of Stockpiled Low Level Contaminated Soil
Excavated During the Low Level Waste Project Phase I at
ICPP - M-K Project 5-2258, ICWA 83-49," dated November 28,
1983.

Dear Mr. Hicks:

The referenced letter requested guidance on handling and disposition
of the soil stockpiled from the WL-102 excavation. We would request that
you do the following:

1. If you are still wetting the pile, discontinue this practice until
next spring. Do not cover with canvas or plastic.

2. Continue to use the stack excavation material for WL-102 backfill.

3. When the stack excavation is complete, use the stockpiled soil
for WL-102 backfill. Guidance on the amount of material that can
be used in this manner will be provided by M. Cukurs. That is,
he will indicate the depth of clean soil that must cover the con-
taminated backfill.

4. As warmer, dryer weather prevails next spring, resume wetting of
the stockpile as directed by M. Cukurs.

5. Dispose of any unused stockpiled contaminated soil as directed
by M. Cukurs. Present plans indicate burial in a common pit
located between the security fences on the south side of ICPP.

Attached per your request is a copy of Parsons' response on the soil
covering the base of the stack and its effect on preventing overturning.
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Should you have additional questions on either of these items, please let us know.

Very truly yours,

G. E. Bingham, Manager
FPFU/FPR Projects

sjc
Attachment

cc:  R. J. Secondo
     M. J. Bonkoski
     D. J. Anderson
     D. R. King
     R. R. Tucker
     R. H. McCall
This attachment was not available to ARDC.
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